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Abstract
In this paper we will show that the sum of two mappings belonging to diﬀerent
contractive classes gives one map in another class that should be diﬀerent from the
two classes of mappings initially considered. As a consequence of this, the existence
of a ﬁxed point for the mapping result of the sum of two contractive type of mapping
can be guaranteed.
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1 Preliminaries
In [] were given the conditions under which the function resulting from the sum of two
maps belonging to a contractive class of mappings satisﬁes the same kind of contraction
inequality. Here, for a mapping T = R + S, where R and S satisfy diﬀerent contractive in-
equalities, we are going to investigate conditions to assure that T be a contractive type
mapping.
In order to attain our aim, we will use a reverse triangle inequality given by Diaz and
Metcalf in [].
Proposition . (Diaz-Metcalf, , []) If F : X −→ R is a linear functional of a unit
norm deﬁned on the normed linear space X endowed with the norm ‖ · ‖ and the vectors
x, . . . ,xn satisfy the condition
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In this paper we are going to consider mappings satisfying the next classical result.
Theorem . Let (M,d) be a complete metric space and T :M −→M a map. Then T has
a ﬁxed point in M if it satisﬁes any of the following conditions:
BC(α) (Banach, ; see []) T is an α-contraction or Banach contraction, that is,
d(Tx,Ty)≤ αd(x, y) ∀x, y ∈M, ≤ α < .
KA(α) (Kannan, , , [, ]) T satisﬁes: there is α ∈ [,  ) such that
d(Tx,Ty)≤ α(d(x,Tx) + d(y,Ty)) ∀x, y ∈M.
CH(α) (Chatterjea, , [])T satisﬁes the following condition: there is α ∈ [,  ) such that
d(Tx,Ty)≤ α(d(x,Ty) + d(y,Tx)) ∀x, y ∈M.
RE(a,a,a) (Reich, , [–]) T satisﬁes
d(Tx,Ty)≤ ad(x, y) + ad(x,Tx) + ad(y,Ty),
for all x, y ∈M, with ≤ a + a + a < .
RH(a,a,a) (Rhoades, , [] or see []) T satisﬁes
d(Tx,Ty)≤ ad(x, y) + ad(x,Ty) + ad(y,Tx),
for all x, y ∈M, ≤ a + a + a < .
HR(a,a,a,a,a) (Hardy-Rogers, , [] or see [, ] for instance) ∀x, y ∈M, T sat-
isﬁes: there are ai ≥  such that A =∑i= ai <  and
d(Tx,Ty)≤ ad(x, y) + ad(x,Tx) + ad(y,Ty) + ad(x,Ty) + ad(y,Tx).
D(a,b) (Nova, , [] or see [, ] for instance) K ⊂ M closed and T : K −→ K an
arbitrary operator that satisﬁes the following condition, for a,b≥  and any x, y ∈ K :
d(Tx,Ty)≤ ad(x, y) + b[d(x,Tx) + d(y,Ty)].
We shall say that T belongs to or is of class BC(α) (respectively, KA(α), CH(α),
RE(a,a,a), RH(a,a,a), HR(a,a,a,a,a), D(a,b)) when T satisﬁes the condi-
tion BC(α) (respectively, KA(α), CH(α), RE(a,a,a), RH(a,a,a),HR(a,a,a,a,a),
D(a,b)) where α indicates the contraction’s constant (the same indicates the parameters
in each of the remaining classes).
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The conditions above are in general independent of each other. Examples showing that
can be found in []. A comparison of these and other classes of contractive type of map-
pings is given by Rhoades in [].
2 The sum of twomappings belonging to different classes of contractive type
of maps
In this section we will study the sum of two mappings belonging to the diﬀerent classes of
contractive maps considered in Theorem .. Our principal objective is the existence of a
ﬁxed point for the map resulting from the sum of two contractive type of mappings. For
this reason, we are going to consider the contractive parameters to be suﬃciently small
such that the uniqueness of the ﬁxed point can be guaranteed for the mappings on each
class (Theorem .).
Let (X,‖ · ‖) be a Banach space and T ,S : X −→ X be two mappings. To establish our
results we are going to assume that the Diaz-Metcalf ’s Theorem is satisﬁes for (I – T)x
and (I – S)x for each x ∈ X; i.e.,
⎧⎨
⎩ < r ≤ F(x – Tx), < r ≤ F(x – Sx), for all x ∈ X. ()
We would like to point out that the case when  = r = F(Tx– x) = F(Sx– x) corresponds
to the case when x in the common ﬁxed point for the pair (T ,S) which is unique or does
not exist. This fact justiﬁes that in our results we consider only the case r > .
Theorem . Let X be a Banach space, and T ,S : BX(r) −→ BX(r). Assume the following
conditions hold:
(a) T ∈ BC(α).
(b) For each x ∈ X , the Diaz-Metcalf ’s condition () holds for r > .
Then:
(i) T + S ∈D(α,β/r), if S ∈ KA(β).
(ii) T + S ∈ RH(α,β/r,β/r), if S ∈ CH(β).
(iii) T + S ∈ RE(a,a/r,a/r), if S ∈ RE(a,a,a), a = α + a.
(iv) T + S ∈ RH(a,a/r,a/r), if S ∈ RH(a,a,a), a = α + a.
(v) T + S ∈HR(a,a/r,a/r,a/r,a/r), if S ∈HR(a,a,a,a,a), a = α + a.
(vi) T + S ∈D(μ,b/r), if S ∈D(a,b), μ = α + a.
Proof We are going to prove only statement (vi), the remaining proofs are similar.
Let x, y ∈ BX(r),
‖Tx – Ty‖ ≤ α‖x – y‖,
‖Sx – Sy‖ ≤ a‖x – y‖ + b[‖x – Sx‖ + ‖y – Sy‖];
then
‖Tx – Ty‖ + ‖Sx – Sy‖ ≤ α‖x – y‖ + a‖x – y‖ + b[‖x – Sx‖ + ‖y – Sy‖]
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now, adding the term b[‖x–Tx‖+ ‖y–Ty‖], to the right hand side of the above inequality,
we have
∥∥(T + S)x – (T + S)y∥∥≤ (α + a)‖x – y‖ + b[‖x – Sx‖ + ‖y – Sy‖]
+ b
[‖x – Tx‖ + ‖y – Ty‖]
= μ‖x – y‖ + b[‖x – Sx‖ + ‖y – Sy‖
+ ‖x – Tx‖ + ‖y – Ty‖] where μ = α + a.
From condition (b) we get the following:
∥∥(T + S)x – (T + S)y∥∥≤ μ‖x – y‖ + br
[∥∥x – (T + S)x∥∥ + ∥∥y – (T + S)y∥∥]
≤ μ‖x – y‖ + br
(‖x‖ + ‖y‖) + b[∥∥x – (T + S)x∥∥
+
∥∥y – (T + S)y∥∥]
≤ μ‖x – y‖ + br
[∥∥x – (T + S)x∥∥
+
∥∥y – (T + S)y∥∥] + b. ()
We choose b suﬃciently small such that the following inequality is preserved:
∥∥(T + S)x – (T + S)y∥∥≤ μ‖x – y‖ + br
[∥∥x – (T + S)x∥∥ + ∥∥y – (T + S)y∥∥] ()
i.e. T + S ∈D(μ, br ).
The proof of the ﬁve statements remaining follows in a similar way. Add a convenient
term; it may depend on the parameters for the corresponding class, in the case that it is
necessary. For example, for the proof of (ii) we need to add the following term:
β
[‖x – Tx‖ + ‖y – Ty‖]. 
Remark  We would like to point out that the values of the contractive parameters are





[∥∥x – (T + S)x∥∥ + ∥∥y – (T + S)y∥∥]},
where β > , then from the inequality (), the inequality () holds for r (b+

β
) instead of br .
This means that T + S ∈D(μ, r (b + β )).
In a similar way, diﬀerent assumptions on the contractive parameters of each one of the
classes of mappings in consideration here give diﬀerent values for the contractive param-
eters on the resulting class.
Theorem . Let X be a Banach space, and T ,S : BX(r) −→ BX(r). Assume the following
conditions hold:
(a) T ∈ KA(α).
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(b) For each x ∈ X , the Diaz-Metcalf ’s condition () holds.
Then:
(i) T + S ∈HR(,α/r,α/r,β/r,β/r), if S ∈ CH(β).
(ii) T + S ∈ RE(a,a/r,b/r), if S ∈ RE(a,a,a), a =max(α,a), b =max(α,a).
(iii) T + S ∈HR(a,α/r,α/r,a/r,a/r), if S ∈ RH(a,a,a).
(iv) T + S ∈HR(a,a/r,b/r,a/r,a/r), if S ∈HR(a,a,a,a,a), a =max(α,a),
b =max(α,a).
(v) T + S ∈D(a,μ/r), if S ∈D(a,b), μ =max(α,b).
Proof In this casewe are going to prove only statement (iv), the other proofs are analogous,
adding the corresponding term (in the case when it is necessary).
Let x, y ∈ BX(r),
‖Tx – Ty‖ ≤ α[‖x – Tx‖ + ‖y – Ty‖],
‖Sx – Sy‖ ≤ a‖x – y‖ + a‖x – Sx‖ + a‖y – Sy‖ + a‖x – Sy‖ + a‖y – Sx‖;
then
‖Tx – Ty‖ + ‖Sx – Sy‖
≤ α‖x – Tx‖ + α‖y – Ty‖ + a‖x – y‖ + a‖x – Sx‖
+ a‖y – Sy‖ + a‖x – Sy‖ + a‖y – Sx‖
≤ a‖x – y‖ + a
(‖x – Tx‖ + ‖x – Sx‖) + b(‖y – Ty‖ + ‖y – Sy‖)
+ a‖x – Sy‖ + a‖y – Sx‖ where a =max(α,a),b =max(α,a).
Now, adding a‖x – Ty‖ + a‖y – Tx‖ to the right hand side of the above inequality, we
have
∥∥(T + S)x – (T + S)y∥∥ ≤ a‖x – y‖ + a[‖x – Tx‖ + ‖x – Sx‖]
+ b
[‖y – Ty‖ + ‖y – Sy‖]
+ a
[‖x – Sy‖ + ‖x – Ty‖]
+ a
[‖y – Sx‖ + ‖y – Tx‖].
Condition (b) implies
∥∥(T + S)x – (T + S)y∥∥
≤ a‖x – y‖ + ar
∥∥x – (T + S)x∥∥ + br
∥∥y – (T + S)y∥∥
+ ar
∥∥x – (T + S)y∥∥ + ar
∥∥y – (T + S)x∥∥
≤ a‖x – y‖ + ar
∥∥x – (T + S)x∥∥ + br
∥∥y – (T + S)y∥∥
+ ar
∥∥x – (T + S)y∥∥ + ar
∥∥y – (T + S)x∥∥ + a + b + a + a.
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Again, using the same reasoning as for the results before, we conclude that
∥∥(T + S)x – (T + S)y∥∥≤ a‖x – y‖ + ar
∥∥x – (T + S)x∥∥ + br
∥∥y – (T + S)y∥∥
+ ar
∥∥x – (T + S)y∥∥ + ar
∥∥y – (T + S)x∥∥,
hence T + S ∈HR(a,a/r,b/r,a/r,a/r), a =max(α,a), b =max(α,a). 
Theorem . Let X be a Banach space, and T ,S : BX(r) −→ BX(r). Assume the following
conditions hold:
(a) T ∈ CH(α).
(b) For each x ∈ X , the Diaz-Metcalf ’s condition () holds.
Then:
(i) T + S ∈HR(a,α/r,α/r,a/r,a/r), if S ∈ RE(a,a,a).
(ii) T + S ∈ RH(a,a/r,b/r), if S ∈ RH(a,a,a), a =max(α,a), b =max(α,a).
(iii) T + S ∈HR(a,a/r,a/r,a/r,b/r), if S ∈HR(a,a,a,a,a), a =max(α,a),
b =max(α,a).
(iv) T + S ∈HR(a,b/r,b/r,α/r,α/r), if S ∈D(a,b).
Proof We prove (i). Let x, y ∈ BX(r),
‖Tx – Ty‖ ≤ α[‖x – Ty‖ + ‖y – Tx‖],
‖Sx – Sy‖ ≤ a‖x – y‖ + a‖x – Sx‖ + a‖y – Sy‖.
Then
‖Tx – Ty‖ + ‖Sx – Sy‖ ≤ α‖x – Ty‖ + α‖y – Tx‖ + a‖x – y‖
+ a‖x – Sx‖ + a‖y – Sy‖.
Now, adding the following term to the right hand side of the inequality above:
α‖x – Sy‖ + α‖y – Sx‖ + a‖x – Tx‖ + a‖y – Ty‖,
we have
∥∥(T + S)x – (T + S)y∥∥≤ a‖x – y‖ + α[‖x – Ty‖ + ‖x – Sy‖]
+ α
[‖y – Tx‖ + ‖y – Sx‖]
+ a
[‖x – Tx‖ + ‖x – Sx‖]
+ a
[‖y – Sy‖ + ‖y – Ty‖].
Using the Diaz-Metcalf inequality we get
∥∥(T + S)x – (T + S)y∥∥
≤ a‖x – y‖ + αr
∥∥x – (T + S)y∥∥ + αr
∥∥y – (T + S)x∥∥
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+ ar
∥∥x – (T + S)x∥∥ + ar
∥∥y – (T + S)y∥∥
≤ a‖x – y‖ + αr
∥∥x – (T + S)y∥∥ + αr
∥∥y – (T + S)x∥∥
+ ar
∥∥x – (T + S)x∥∥ + ar
∥∥y – (T + S)y∥∥ + α + a + a.
Since α + a + a can be as small as we please we have
∥∥(T + S)x – (T + S)y∥∥≤ a‖x – y‖ + αr
∥∥x – (T + S)y∥∥ + αr
∥∥y – (T + S)x∥∥
+ ar
∥∥x – (T + S)x∥∥ + ar
∥∥y – (T + S)y∥∥
i.e. T + S ∈HR(a,α/r,α/r,a/r,a/r).
The remaining statements follow as above. 
Theorem . Let X be a Banach space, and T ,S : BX(r) −→ BX(r). Assume the following
conditions hold:
(a) T ∈ RE(a,a,a).
(b) For each x ∈ X , the Diaz-Metcalf ’s condition () holds.
Then:
(i) T + S ∈HR(a,a/r,a/r,b/r,b/r), if S ∈ RH(b,b,b), a = a + b.
(ii) T + S ∈HR(a,b/r, c/r,b/r,b/r), if S ∈HR(b,b,b,b,b), a = a + b,
b =max(a,b), c =max(a,b).
(iii) T + S ∈D(α,μ/r), if S ∈D(a,b), α = a + a, μ =max(a,a,b).
Proof We now consider (ii). Let x, y ∈ BX(r),
‖Tx – Ty‖ ≤ a‖x – y‖ + a‖x – Tx‖ + a‖y – Ty‖,
‖Sx – Sy‖ ≤ b‖x – y‖ + b‖x – Sx‖ + b‖y – Sy‖
+ b‖x – Sy‖ + b‖y – Sx‖;
then
‖Tx – Ty‖ + ‖Sx – Sy‖
≤ (a + b)‖x – y‖ + a‖x – Tx‖ + b‖x – Sx‖
+ a‖y – Ty‖ + b‖y – Sy‖ + b‖x – Sy‖ + b‖y – Sx‖
≤ a‖x – y‖ + b(‖x – Tx‖ + ‖x – Sx‖)
+ c
(‖y – Ty‖ + ‖y – Sy‖) + b‖x – Sy‖ + b‖y – Sx‖
where a = a + b,b =max(a,b), c =max(a,b).
Now, adding the following term to the right hand side of the inequality above:
b‖x – Ty‖ + b‖y – Tx‖,
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we have
‖Tx – Ty‖ + ‖Sx – Sy‖
≤ a‖x – y‖ + b(‖x – Tx‖ + ‖x – Sx‖)
+ c
(‖y – Ty‖ + ‖y – Sy‖) + b(‖x – Sy‖ + ‖x – Ty‖)
+ b
(‖y – Sx‖ + ‖y – Tx‖).
Using the Diaz-Metcalf condition we obtain
‖Tx – Ty‖ + ‖Sx – Sy‖
≤ a‖x – y‖ + br
∥∥x – (T + S)x∥∥ + cr
∥∥y – (T + S)y∥∥
+ br
∥∥x – (T + S)y∥∥ + br
∥∥y – (T + S)x∥∥
≤ a‖x – y‖ + br
∥∥x – (T + S)x∥∥ + cr
∥∥y – (T + S)y∥∥
+ br
∥∥x – (T + S)y∥∥ + br
∥∥y – (T + S)x∥∥ + b + c + b + b.
By reasoning as above, we conclude that
∥∥(T + S)x – (T + S)y∥∥≤ a‖x – y‖ + br
∥∥x – (T + S)x∥∥ + cr
∥∥y – (T + S)y∥∥
+ br
∥∥x – (T + S)y∥∥ + br
∥∥y – (T + S)x∥∥.
Thus T + S ∈HR(a,b/r, c/r,b/r,b/r), a = a + b, b =max(a,b), c =max(a,b). 
Theorem . Let X be a Banach space, and T ,S : BX(r) −→ BX(r). Assume the following
conditions hold:
(a) T ∈ RH(a,a,a).
(b) For each x ∈ X , the Diaz-Metcalf ’s condition () holds.
Then:
(i) T + S ∈HR(a,b/r,b/r,b/r, c/r), if S ∈HR(b,b,b,b,b), a = a + b,
b =max(a,b), c =max(a,b).
(ii) T + S ∈HR(a,μ/r,μ/r,a/r,a/r), if S ∈D(α,μ), a = a + α.
Proof We treat (ii). Let x, y ∈ BX(r),
‖Tx – Ty‖ ≤ a‖x – y‖ + a‖x – Ty‖ + a‖y – Tx‖,
‖Sx – Sy‖ ≤ α‖x – y‖ +μ[‖x – Sx‖ + ‖y – Sy‖];
then
‖Tx – Ty‖ + ‖Sx – Sy‖ ≤ (a + α)‖x – y‖ +μ‖x – Sx‖ +μ‖y – Sy‖
+ a‖x – Ty‖ + a‖y – Tx‖.
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Now, adding the following term to the right hand side of the inequality above:
μ‖x – Ty‖ +μ‖y – Ty‖ + a‖x – Sy‖ + a‖y – Sx‖,
we have
‖Tx – Ty‖ + ‖Sx – Sy‖
≤ (a + α)‖x – y‖ +μ
[‖x – Tx‖ + ‖x – Sx‖]
+μ
[‖y – Ty‖ + ‖y – Sy‖] + a[‖x – Ty‖ + ‖x – Sy‖]
+ a
[‖y – Tx‖ + ‖y – Sx‖].
Condition (b) gives
‖Tx – Ty‖ + ‖Sx – Sy‖
≤ a‖x – y‖ + μr
∥∥x – (T + S)x∥∥ + μr
∥∥y – (T + S)y∥∥
+ ar
∥∥x – (T + S)y∥∥ + ar
∥∥y – (T + S)x∥∥
≤ a‖x – y‖ + μr
∥∥x – (T + S)x∥∥ + μr
∥∥y – (T + S)y∥∥
+ ar
∥∥x – (T + S)y∥∥ + ar
∥∥y – (T + S)x∥∥
+ μ + a + a, where a = a + α.
Taking μ + a + a suﬃciently small, and we conclude that
∥∥(T + S)x – (T + S)y∥∥≤ a‖x – y‖ + μr
∥∥x – (T + S)x∥∥ + μr
∥∥y – (T + S)y∥∥
+ ar
∥∥x – (T + S)y∥∥ + ar
∥∥y – (T + S)x∥∥.
Thus, T + S ∈HR(a,μ/r,μ/r,a/r,a/r), a = a + α. 
Theorem . Let X be a Banach space, and T ,S : BX(r) −→ BX(r). Assume the following
conditions hold:
(a) T ∈HR(a,a,a,a,a).
(b) For each x ∈ X , the Diaz-Metcalf ’s condition () holds.
Then T + S ∈ HR(a,b/r, c/r,a/r,a/r), if S ∈ D(α,β), a = α + a, b = max(a,β), c =
max(a,β).
Proof Let x, y ∈ BX(r),
‖Tx – Ty‖ ≤ a‖x – y‖ + a‖x – Tx‖ + a‖y – Ty‖
+ a‖x – Ty‖ + a‖y – Tx‖,
‖Sx – Sy‖ ≤ α‖x – y‖ +μ[‖x – Sx‖ + b‖y – Sy‖];
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then
‖Tx – Ty‖ + ‖Sx – Sy‖
≤ (a + α)‖x – y‖ + β‖x – Sx‖ + β‖y – Sy‖
+ a‖x – Tx‖ + a‖y – Ty‖ + a‖x – Ty‖ + a‖y – Tx‖;
now, adding the following term to the right hand side of the inequality above:
a‖x – Sy‖ + a‖y – Sx‖,
we have
‖Tx – Ty‖ + ‖Sx – Sy‖ ≤ (a + α)‖x – y‖ + β‖x – Sx‖ + β‖y – Sy‖
+ a‖x – Tx‖ + a‖y – Ty‖ + a
[‖x – Ty‖
+ ‖x – Sy‖] + a[‖y – Tx‖ + ‖y – Sx‖].
From the Diaz-Metcalf inequality we conclude
‖Tx – Ty‖ + ‖Sx – Sy‖
≤ a‖x – y‖ + br
∥∥x – (T + S)x∥∥ + cr
∥∥y – (T + S)y∥∥
+ ar
∥∥x – (T + S)y∥∥ + ar
∥∥y – (T + S)x∥∥
≤ a‖x – y‖ + br
∥∥x – (T + S)x∥∥ + cr
∥∥y – (T + S)y∥∥
+ ar
∥∥x – (T + S)y∥∥ + ar
∥∥y – (T + S)x∥∥ + b + c + a + a
where a = a + α,b =max(a,β), c =max(a,β).
Taking b + c + a + a suﬃcient small, we conclude that
∥∥(T + S)x – (T + S)y∥∥≤ a‖x – y‖ + br
∥∥x – (T + S)x∥∥ + cr
∥∥y – (T + S)y∥∥
+ ar
∥∥x – (T + S)y∥∥ + ar
∥∥y – (T + S)x∥∥.
Hence, T + S ∈HR(a,b/r, c/r,a/r,a/r), a = a + α, b =max(a,β), c =max(a,β). 
3 Further results
All the results given in the past section can be rewritten for maps acting on the unit ball
BX(), by taking the contractive parameters on each class conveniently small (smaller than
the constant r). In such a case, the proofs of the previous results run analogously with
obvious changes.
Also, we would like to point out that there are several inequalities of the type Diaz-
Metcalf that can replace the condition (b) in our results. These alternatives include the
consideration of more than one linear functional, as well as the explicit construction of
such a functional for the case of Hilbert spaces; see [].
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3.1 The case of strictly convex Banach spaces
As we saw, condition (b) in the previous results implies that we can guarantee a reverse
triangle inequality which allows us to obtain the conclusions. If we consider strictly convex
Banach spaces, as in [], we can obtain the same kind of conclusions by replacing the
condition (b) by a more suitable one.
Deﬁnition  (see []) A norm ‖·‖ on a Banach space is called strictly convex if whenever
‖x‖ = ‖y‖ =  and ‖x + y‖ =  then necessarily x = y.
A Banach space X is said to be strictly convex if its norm is strictly convex.
In these spaces we can assure that ‖x + y‖ = ‖x‖ + ‖y‖ if x = λy, for any scalar λ. So,
changing the condition (b) in our results leads to the following:
(b′) x – Tx = k(x – Sx) for any scalar k and every x ∈ BX()
and we obtain the same conclusions as before.
Let A and B be classes of mappings. By A + B we will mean the sum of the mappings
T ∈ A and S ∈ B, and A + B = C will mean that the mapping T + S belongs to the class C.
Similar conclusions as of Theorems ., ., ., ., ., and . are obtained for x out
of BX() and for y any scalar multiple of x.
Proposition . Let X be a strictly convex Banach space, and T ,S : X −→ X, suppose that
x – Ty = r(x – Sy) for any scalar r and every x, y ∈ X. Assume in addition, x = λy. Then
(i) BC(α) +KA(β) =D(μ,β), μ = α + β .
(ii) BC(α) +CH(β) = RH(μ,β ,β), μ = α + β .
(iii) BC(α) + RE(a,a,a) = RE(μ,a,a), μ = α + a +max(a,a).
(iv) BC(α) + RH(a,a,a) = RH(μ,a,a), μ = α + a +max(a,a).
(v) BC(α) +HR(a,a,a,a,a) =HR(μ,a,a,a,a),
μ = α + a +max(a + a,a + a).
(vi) BC(α) +D(a,b) =D(μ,b), μ = α + a + b.
(vii) KA(α) +CH(β) =HR(μ,α,α,β ,β), μ = (α + β).
(viii) KA(α) + RE(a,a,a) = RE(μ,a,b), μ = a +max(a,b), a =max(α,a),
b =max(α,a).
(ix) KA(α) + RH(a,a,a) =HR(μ,α,α,a,a), μ = a +max(α + a,α + a).
(x) KA(α) +HR(a,a,a,a,a) =HR(μ,a,b,a,a), μ = a +max(a + a,b + a),
a =max(α,a), b =max(α,a).
(xi) KA(α) +D(a,b) =D(β ,μ), β = a +μ, μ =max(α,b).
(xii) CH(α) + RE(a,a,a) =HR(μ,α,α,a,a), μ = a +max(α + a,α + a).
(xiii) CH(α) + RH(a,a,a) = RH(μ,a,b), μ = a +max(a,b), a =max(α,a),
b =max(α,a).
(xiv) CH(α) +HR(a,a,a,a,a) =HR(μ,a,a,a,b), μ = a +max(a + a,a + b),
a =max(α,a), b =max(α,a).
(xv) CH(α) +D(a,b) =HR(μ,b,b,α,α), μ = α + a.
(xvi) RE(a,a,a) + RH(b,b,b) =HR(μ,a,a,b,b),
μ = a + b +max(a + b,a + b).
(xvii) RE(a,a,a) +HR(b,b,b,b,b) =HR(μ,b, c,b,b),
μ = a + b +max(b + b, c + b), b =max(a,b), c =max(a,b).
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(xviii) RE(a,a,a) +D(a,b) =D(γ ,μ), μ =max(a,a,b), γ = a + a +μ.
(xix) RH(a,a,a) +HR(b,b,b,b,b) =HR(μ,b,b,b, c),
μ = a +max(b + b,b + c), b =max(a,b), c =max(a,b).
(xx) RH(a,a,a) +D(a,b) =HR(μ,b,b,a,a), μ = a + a +max(b + a,b + a).
(xxi) HR(a,a,a,a,a) +D(a,b) =HR(μ,β ,γ ,a,a),
μ = a + a +max(b + a,b + a), β =max(a,b), γ =max(a,b).
Proof The proof follows fromTheorems ., ., ., ., ., and .. Using the hypothesis
x = λy, we can guarantee that ‖x‖ + ‖y‖ = ‖x – y‖, the rest is a repeat of each proof of the
theorems mentioned above. 
Notice that for the parameters φ in the terms ‖x – y‖ (i.e. φ‖x – y‖) in the contractive
inequalities of Proposition ., some of the combinations with the other respective param-
eters are not unique. For example, in (viii) we can put μ = a +max(α + a,α + a).
.. Examples
Now, we will give examples showing that the conditions in the results above are necessary.
Example  Let X be a Banach space and consider next the map
T : X −→ X,
Tx = xp , p ∈R.
For p > , T ∈ BC( p ).
Now, we consider the map
S : X −→ X,
Sx = p – p x, p ∈R.
Notice that S satisﬁes
‖Sx – Sy‖ ≤ β[‖x – Sx‖ + ‖y – Sx‖] for β = p – .
For instance, taking p =  we have T ∈ BC(  ) and S ∈ KA(  ).
However, (T +S)x = x, andT +S /∈D(  ,  ). So Theorem . fails because x–Ty 
= r(x–Sy)
for any scalar r and every x, y ∈ X.
Let us note that in this example condition X of a strictly convex Banach space is not
suﬃcient for the conclusion of Theorem ..



























Here ‖(x, y)‖ =
√
x + y. It is well known that (R,‖ ·‖) is a strictly convex Banach space.
Then T and S satisfy the following:
() T ∈ BC(  ).
() S ∈D(  ,  ).
() (y, y) – T(x,x) = r[(y, y) – S(x,x)] with r =  and (y, y) =  (x,x).
Also, we can check that S + T ∈D(  ,  ).
On the other hand, if we take (x, y) = (, ) and (x, y) = (, ), some computation
shows that Theorem .(vi) is not satisﬁed because (, ), (, ) /∈ (BR ,‖ · ‖). But, for
(x, y) = (, ) and (x, y) = (, ), by computation we can verify that T + S ∈ D(  ,  ).
Hence Proposition . is satisﬁed.
Example  For themaps on the Example , wemight take (R,‖·‖∞) instead of (R,‖·‖),
where ‖(x, y)‖∞ =max(|x|, |y|). Then we can see that T + S /∈ D(  ,  ). To verify this it is
suﬃcient to take (x,x) = (  , ) and (x, y) = (, ). This proves that the condition ‘X be
a strictly convex Banach space’ is necessary. (Because (R,‖ · ‖∞) is not a strictly convex
Banach space.)
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